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Book Tour For New Author S.M. Freedman's Best Seller 'The Faithful' Is Cherry On Top Of Record Year

A three-week, twenty-six-stop romp through the blogosphere begins December 11th for S.M. Freedman, author of 'The Faithful'.

VANCOUVER, British Columbia, Dec. 8, 2014 /PRNewswire/ -- 2014 has been a whirlwind for author S.M. Freedman. Her debut novel made it to the Quarter Finals in
the Amazon Breakthrough Novel Award, then rocketed up the US and UK Amazon Best Seller lists in several categories, beating out books by Stephen King and Dean
Koontz for the number one slot, and placing Freedman next to writing idols Sue Grafton and Agatha Christie. The book tour is the perfect way to cap off an
exceptional year.

"Writing is like sticking your guts on a platter, saying, 'Here, chew on these,' and then hoping no one spits them out in disgust," Freedman said. "But it's amazing
what can change in a year. Now I'm wrapped up in interviews and guest blog spots, and working on the sequel." (Which is scheduled for release in 2015)

Described by Publishers Weekly as a novel that "reveals fiery intellect," and IndieReader as a "haunting, edge-of-your-seat mystery," 'The Faithful' takes the classic
Good vs. Evil tale and ramps it into the stratosphere. (See reviews )

FBI agent Josh Metcalf is a man obsessed. As a sheriff's deputy, he was there the day a seven-year-old disappeared on her way home from school, leaving behind a
blood-soaked Hello Kitty backpack. Fast-forward twenty years, and his search has grown to include hundreds of missing children who have one thing in common:
They all showed some form of psychic ability.

Telling the tale from multiple points of view, Freedman introduces characters like Ryanne, a junk-food-obsessed meteorite hunter whose childhood memories have
been erased; and Sumner, a foot-in-mouth, John-Wayne-quoting government worker, whose job isn't quite what it seems. Each character contributes a piece of the
puzzle, which begins and ends with an enormous organization bent on Armageddon.

With grim imagery and unexpected humor, 'The Faithful' wades into the terrifying underworld of cults and mind washing. And if her debut novel is any indication,
S.M. Freedman might be one of the hottest new writers of the decade.

Details on the upcoming book tour can be found at http://www.smfreedman.com/book-tour/

You can buy 'The Faithful' on Amazon http://www.amazon.com/The-Faithful-S-M-Freedman/dp/1497330009/ref=sr_1_2?ie=UTF8&qid=1398008974&sr=8-
2&keywords=S.M.+Freedman

or Barnes & Noble http://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/the-faithful-s-m-freedman/1119308793?ean=9781497330009

 

To view the original version on PR Newswire, visit:http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/book-tour-for-new-author-sm-freedmans-best-seller-the-faithful-is-
cherry-on-top-of-record-year-300005847.html
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